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IPython 5.1.0 -- An enhanced Interactive Python.
? -> Introduction and overview of IPython's features.
%quickref -> Quick reference.
help -> Python's own help system.
object? -> Details about 'object', use 'object??' for extra details.

In [1]: %matplotlib inline


Homework Five

Part A

Problem 2 (B)

[C1..C2): 3
[C2..C3): 7
[C3..C4): 13
[C4..C5): 26
[C5..C6): 52
[C6..C7): 105
[C7..C8): 209

Problem 2 (C)

[C1..C2): 4506
[C7..C8): 280574

Problem 2 (D)

Window Size: 2697
Window Freq: 16
Frequency: 261.6240266963293
Abs Diff: 0.00153860426968

Part B

Problem 2

MysterySignal01
MysterySignal02

MysterySignal03

MysterySignal04
In [3]:

```python
```